
Chapter 3  Come, Vigilance! 
 

Back to Daila: 
 

 I’d been in Kalay for three days after our exciting but unprofitable adventure to Dekator 
Plateau.  Actually, I was able to get ten gold pieces for the scrap metal in a collection of kobold 
shortswords, much more than I expected.  I needed the three days with Clethara to exchange 
spells.  Magic users need a day per spell to really study and understand the spell, with help from 
the other magic user.  It’s not just a matter of copying script.  Most people don’t understand that, 
and think most of that day is fun and games.  But no, it’s hard work.  Finding someone to share 
spells with is hard because of this work and commitment.  Like I said, it took three days, each of 
us helping the other. 

Clethara left for Madra with a convoy right after that.  I didn’t have any business in 
Madra, and I didn’t have any business with Clethara.  She made a point of telling me that.  I 
didn’t have any expectations of worthwhile adventures there either.  The last thing I wanted to do 
was run into Uncle Tyson or that merchant whose ship I happened to be on when it hit the rocks.  
So, I wasn’t going to Madra. 

I stuck around in Kalay for another day hoping something worth doing would turn up.  
One of those things was a visit to Grunlow’s widow, Liam.  It was awkward.  She still had that 
big sword of his.  I don’t think she was training up to use it.  Guess it was just a remembrance.  
She talked a bit, some about Grunlow, but mostly concerning her hatred toward dwarves.  Soon I 
excused myself and got back to The Stone Miner tavern.  To my surprise, Clethara was there!  It 
seems she had decided not to go to Madra after all, and had returned.  She wouldn’t say why.  
When a merchant with a wagonload of barrels said he was heading for Daila, I asked if we could 
accompany him. 

Naturally my first stop in Daila was at The Drunken Sailor.  I was pleased to find 
Chaklow and Lickben there.  Both of them had gone on to Daila, rather than remain in Kalay, 
after our previous adventure.  Chaklow introduced me to a fellow named Nahum, a paladin.  I 
guess you know what paladins are.  Fighters, really, but with high zeal for doing good, and an 
intolerant view toward those who don’t.  I figured I would be able to stay on his good side, and 
didn’t worry about it.  After all, she with whom I might have been tempted in the other direction 
had pretty much assured me that there was no danger of my being led astray by her. 

Ah, and then Logan came strutting in!  We had the makings of a pretty decent party.  
Better, what Chaklow, Lickben and Nahum had been talking about was just such an opportunity.  
I’ll tell you about it, but first I should mention the big news: Lumeria and Oceana were at war.  It 
must have just happened.  A copy of the proclamation from the king was posted in the tavern.  It 
had a lot of wherefores and whatevers that I didn’t entirely follow.   

Locally, it seemed that the main effect was that the Navy was mobilizing, and had eight 
small galleys in the water ready to defend Daila.  I believe they were normally laid up in storage.  
So, down at the waterfront workers were hastily doing whatever was needed to re-assemble them 
and fit them out.  It occurred to me that they might come looking for galley slaves.  Nobody else 
seemed to be worried about that, so for the moment I didn’t dwell on that peril either. 

 
The Ghost Ship: 
 



So, the big story was that a mysterious “ghost ship” had shown up in the harbor.  Some 
said “skeleton ship.”  It seems that it just, all of a sudden, was there several days ago, less than a 
week, anyway.  It was a mess.  Dirty, the sails askew and maybe torn, lines scattered 
haphazardly, and skeletons visible on the deck.  Mysteriously, the ship didn’t respond normally 
to tide and wind; it just sat there as if immovable, and not because of rocks.  It was in the middle 
of the harbor where there was good water, well out from shore.  Needless to say, the appearance 
of such a vessel was taken as a bad omen, and its continuation there was worse.  The Earl 
Markak of the Northern Reaches was said to be trying to hire fishermen to tow it back out to sea 
away from town, but wasn’t finding anyone willing.  We also heard that he had sent a party of 
clerics aboard the ship.  They didn’t stay, and they didn’t do anything else it would seem, even 
dispose of the bones aboard.  They merely reported back to the Earl after a brief visit. 

We talked a bit about venturing out to the ship.  Naturally, we could expect bad things.  A 
curse?  Undead?  Plague?  We didn’t know.  A cleric would be helpful in any of those cases, but 
Stark wasn’t around.  After talking about it a while, nothing had really been decided.  Later we 
all retired for the night.  Even though we were both short on money, I gave Clethara a gold piece 
so she could afford a private room.  Logan had already offered to pay for mine, which somewhat 
offset money I spread around for drinks earlier. 

In the morning, I tagged along with Logan when he visited the “magic shop”.  This was a 
small shop in Daila, and I got the impression that they deal mostly in minor potions, things like 
potions to help plants grow, healing potions, the odd luck or anti-venom potion, and of course 
the ever-popular love potions.  I don’t know that all these were truly “magic”, I suspect most of 
them were not, but they sold well enough to keep the proprietor in business.   

Logan seemed to be loaded with money.  I gather that he’d collected it from an 
assortment of unwilling dwarves in the Daila area, and that he hadn’t been picky.  Red dwarves, 
Black dwarves, and maybe rainbow dwarves, it seems not to have mattered.  I didn’t think of it at 
the time, but he’d have been a man Liam would have loved to meet.  

But, to return to the business at hand, Logan was looking for something “good” that he 
could spend his money on, and it turned out that the proprietor had, in the back room, a magic 
shortsword.  It was sort of fun to watch and listen as Logan examined it and asked, and the 
proprietor hemmed and hawed, and finally agreed to do an “assessment” for 30 gold up front.  I 
figured that would either be an identify spell, normally costing 100 or more, or something less, 
which would have been cheaper.  Logan finally agreed to front the money, and the proprietor 
came back after a trip to the back room and said the sword was of “+1” power.  (Had he really 
known that all along?)  He and Logan haggled a bit, and eventually Logan disgorged a pile of 
cash from his backpack, a couple of thousand gold or equivalent.  Wow, he had managed to find 
some well-off dwarves.  I wondered how many.  If I ever have another translator / negotiations 
mission to the dwarves, Logan probably should not be invited along! 

We walked out of the shop with Logan having a new sword.  He explained that having a 
magic sword was particularly important if we were going out to the ghost ship, and the thing had 
undead aboard.  Undead would, naturally, be something we could expect.  A lot of undead can 
only be hit by magic weapons.  (I knew that was true of shadows; I didn’t exactly have a 
thorough knowledge of all the other sorts of nasty undead.  I wouldn’t have wanted to face a 
vampire with just a +1 sword.) 

When we went to meet others at the tavern, we found some of them, but Chaklow and 
Lickben were gone.  Clethara and Nahum were around, and Lifaen had just come in from 
Kibombo.  Brother Hesia was there too.  I admit to trying to encourage others to join this 



venture, supposing that we’d find treasure aboard the ship.  Hopefully, any curse had already 
been dissipated on the unfortunates represented by the visible skeletons.  It would be an 
adventure!  The others ultimately agreed to join in.  So, we would be Logan, Nahum, Clethara, 
Lifaen, Brother Hesia, and myself.  We were a team.  Next, we started doing some serious 
planning.  Our first issue was how to get to the ship. 

As it happened, there were a couple of fishermen in the tavern, identified as such by the 
tavern-master Leoraid.  Neither of them were interested at all in helping us.  “A curse!  You want 
that I should be cursed?” one of them responded. 

With patience, and further subtle hints from Leoraid, I found one fisherman named 
Northin who was not inclined towards superstition.  He was interested.  Most especially, he was 
interested in the 15 gold pieces offered to row us out to the ghost ship.  Logan generously laid 
out to him the 7 gold, 10 silver needed in advance.  We would meet him at the fishing piers the 
next morning. 

We continued to discuss things like tactics, spells, detecting evil, and what we might find.  
Finally, we all retired for the night.  I don’t know if the others were nervous; I know I was.  But, 
like old man Tyson, I tried to bluster it out as if I wasn’t worried about a thing.  I paid the 2 gold 
for rooms for both Clethara and myself for the night.  I hoped my rather trivial generosity would 
be noticed.  She was getting tight on money, and I figured I was likely a little better off, what 
with 22 gold and 10 silver still in my pouch. 

 
We Find the Ship: 
 
 As dawn approached, we found the fisherman Northin.  He took us aboard his boat and 
rowed us out into the harbor.  There was a light mist on the water that hadn’t dissipated yet.  As 
we quietly drew out into the deep, I took note of the numerous rocks along the shore to our right, 
rocks with which I had previously made an acquaintance.  That brought the question of rocks to 
mind, and I asked Northin if there were any rocks in the part of the harbor where the ghost ship 
lay.  “No, them’s clear waters,” he replied.  Good.  That was consistent with what I remembered 
from charts I had seen, though charts do sometimes have errors. 
 As we made our way into the deeper water, a lantern became visible moving against the 
shore.  Another boat!  I asked Northin who that might be, and what protocol to expect.  He 
shrugged. 
 Just then, someone called from the other boat, now visible amid the mist.  “Ho there!  I 
am not supposed to allow anyone to approach!”  Ah, now I could see the man in the bow, in a 
boat larger than ours with maybe four oarsmen and a coxswain at the stern. 
 I replied, “Hail!  We greet you!  I am Thumper.  We have a Paladin aboard!  Who may 
you be?” 

“I am Person’, of the Harbor Patrol,” the lantern wielding man replied.  Then he repeated, 
“I am not supposed to allow anyone to approach.” 

“All is well; we have a Paladin aboard,” I assured him.  “May I invite you to follow us 
and to observe?” 

Meanwhile we had continued toward the ghost ship, which we could now distinctly see 
looming out to the mist, as a bit of light filtered down to turn the darkness into grey.  Person’ 
probably did not know what a paladin was.  Or maybe he didn’t know that there was no reason a 
paladin should have special privileges.  Perhaps he didn’t want to press the issue by approaching 
the ghost ship himself.  My invitation seemed to signal to him that it was better to back off, for 



that’s what he did.  From that point, we ignored Person’ and his boat and crew.  I don’t know 
where they went.  We had enough to occupy our attention with the ghost ship itself. 

The ghost ship was, I guessed, maybe 100 tons burthen, having had three masts, and 
relatively sleek lines for a merchantman.  As we approached the stern, I could see that the name 
of the vessel had seemingly been chewed off, perhaps by rats, perhaps by accidental rubbing and 
chafing, more likely deliberately.  So we still didn’t know the name.  Nahum attempted to 
“detect evil” and found none.  I asked Hesia if he would check also.  He did, with the same 
results.  Hmm, that was interesting.  Undead would undoubtedly detect as evil, unless shielded 
from detection in some way.  We could assume that the skeletons seen on deck were not 
“animated”. 

Northin brought us around to the bow, and we could see no figurehead or name there 
either.  The bowsprit had been broken off, as well as the upper foremast.  We saw splintered 
holes here and there, torn sails, loose rigging, and in general a very sad state of repair.  Yet, the 
ship seemed unnaturally high in the water.  (That meant no cargo – if there was treasure, it 
wouldn’t be in bulk!)  It was on an even keel – no list to either side. 

Northin then brought us alongside to port.  Logan made a leap up to the deck and pulled 
himself over the gunwale. 

 
We explore the “ghost ship”: 

 
Logan found himself among some skeletons.  Several rats scattered in various directions.  

But nothing attacked.  He tied off a line so the rest of us could climb aboard.  I went next, and 
found a rope ladder that could be lowered.  Soon we were all board.  I asked Northin to linger in 
the area in case we should need help from him. 

The deck was a shambles.  There were at least twenty skeletons here and there.  The 
remains of their clothing identified them as crewmen in most cases.  Of the various fittings, it 
looked like waves had carried away a ship’s boat, spars, and damaged many that remained.  The 
hatch cover over the hold, aft of amidships on the aftcastle deck level, was missing.  It appeared 
that a second boat had been carried.  From the state of the lines, it would seem that the last of the 
crewmen might have escaped that way.  Obviously, that had happened after the storm, probably 
after their fellows died, since a storm would have removed most of the skeletons. 

I then became aware that the ship, far from being completely immobile as if on the rocks, 
was actually tacking!  Not so much the the sails, but the direction pointed by the hull.  A gentle 
breeze was blowing into the harbor from the west, and the ship would head first toward the 
northwest for a while, then swing toward the southwest, and eventually back.  Often a ship at 
anchor will behave that way.  But, this one was not anchored!  We had looked as we rounded the 
bow.  Why did it do that?  I had no idea.  I thought it best not to trouble the others with this 
technicality for the moment. 

There was a small forecastle, accessed by a small door which was open.  That would 
normally be where you would expect to find crews’ quarters, though for this ship it seemed too 
small for that.  Lifaen had a hooded lantern.  He took a look inside, finding nothing except a 
barrel. 

Surprisingly, there was no door into the aftcastle on the main deck level.  We climbed up 
to the aftcastle deck and took a look down into the hold through the open hatch.  Well, that 
explained the lack of a door!  There was no main deck!  Rather, the hatch opened directly into 



the bowels of the ship from the aftercastle level.  We could see some large crates down below.  
(So, there was some cargo after all!  Why did the ship ride so lightly?) 

 

 
The Ghost Ship, Profile as Found 

 
We did find a door aft to the captain’s cabin under the poop deck.  We found an 

interesting warship model in a bottle.  There was a rusty key which turned out to open the nearby 
chest, which Logan opened.  I gathered up some moldy papers from the chest.  These included a 
chart of northern Lumeria, from which the top half had been torn off.  (Probably by those clerics!  
I realized that a long time later.)  I did study that map some more later, noting some particular 
arrays of rocks that were shown, with a passage marked among them.  It seems I’ve developed a 
special interest in rocks.  There was also a pouch with 16 silver and seven gold coins. 

 

 
Captain’s Cabin on Ghost Ship 

 
There wasn’t much else of furnishings in the cabin.  Just a bedframe, the desk, and the 

chest.  On the bulkhead a calendar indicated a date of 1267, 15 years preceding the current date 
of 1282.  Had the ship been a derelict that long?  The skeletons and weathered conditions seemed 
to say “Yes.”  I found also, under the calendar, what might have been a sketch of the captain’s 
family. 

Logan had continued to inspect the chest, and in the bottom found the captain’s log.  
Aha!  That should give us some answers!  Inside the desk we found another small chest.  This 
one contained fine silverware, a plate, a goblet and a bowl, together with a few pieces of cutlery.  
Finally, some valuables! 

We took the larger chest back out and put it down near the rope ladder.  By now the mist 
was dissipating and the sun was starting to rise.  Person’ and his boat and crew were standing off 
a ways, watching.  I could see that Northin was waiting at a distance as well. 

We had pretty well looked at everything topside; it was now time to check the hold.  
When we looked carefully, we found that the hatch had not gone overboard as we had first 



suspected.  It had fallen through into the hold!  How could that happen?  I eventually concluded 
that it was deliberately left or lifted off after the storm.  It was pretty close to the open hatch, 
lodged on one of the crates.  That allowed us to carefully reach down and, with clever rope use, 
pull the hatch cover out and set it aside on the deck.  With the hatch cover out of the way, we 
could see better.  And, what we saw was rats.  Big ones.  More than thirty, with nasty eyes 
gleaming back at us from out of the gloom below. 

There wasn’t anything to do but go down into the hold and kill them.  Logan led the way.  
I cast a “protect from evil” on him to give some protection, and sleep to set several of the rats to 
sleep.  Clethara used her sleep too.  Nahum joined Logan in killing rats left and right.  Rather, 
port, starboard, forward, and aft.  I used darts from a vantage point on top of one of the crates.  
Seems to me Lifaen got in on the fight too, shooting arrows from above I think.  Finally, we ran 
out of live rats.  (Seems to me we eventually used the dead rats to feed the fishes.  There must 
have been five dozen of them.  I wish we’d thought to save them for Northon to use as bait.) 

The hold actually served as crew quarters as well as cargo hold.  The crew had 
hammocks at the stern.  Thirty sacks, the crewmen’s private belongings, yielded several gold 
pieces each, unusually large cash for crewmen.  (And, thirty is quite a large crew for this sized 
ship!)  At the forward end of the hold was a brig, and we found a skeleton chained in shackles 
within, his sailor garb not so decayed by the sun but a bit moldy.  Hesia and Nahum considered 
the case and decided to properly consign this soul’s mortal remains to the deep with the others. 

I decided that, with plenty of light available now, I ought to take a closer look at the 
papers from the chest, and the log, before we did much more.  Clethara and I retired to the cabin 
to do so.  The others were occupied with other things, like looking for hidden compartments, 
examining the crates in the hold, and such.  Clethara looked at the loose papers, and I inspected 
the log.  I heard her remark, “It seems the late Earl, our current earl’s father, financed this ship.  
Or maybe just its voyage.”  In the log, I found an account of how the ship had managed to thread 
its way through a difficult passage amid the rocks.  The last 1/3 of the log was missing.  It had 
been ripped out.  (Those priests again?) 

Logan helped gather up the skeletons from the deck, as Hesia examined them.  He didn’t 
see anything in particular to show how they died.  It wasn’t by swords or bludgeoning.  The 
bones were not mangled.  Disease maybe?  As a precaution, Nahum did a “cure diease” on Hesia 
in case there was some contagion he might have contracted from contact with the bones.  Lifaen 
thought to check the crow’s nest that was still in place on the mainmast, and brought down two 
skeletons and a broken spyglass he found there.  Finally, Hesia and Nahum consigned the bones 
to the deep with appropriate prayers as the rest of us silently and reverently looked on.  (Why 
hadn’t the Earl’s priests done that?) 

By now it was after noon.  Our friend Person’ seems to have tired of watching us, or had 
left to report his lack of findings.  Good Northin, our fisherman friend, still waited at a distance, 
should he be needed.  We had thoroughly checked the ship.  No monsters except rats, and they 
had been disposed of.  Skeletons all gone now too.  What now? 

 
We take her home: 
 

The wind was still blowing gently from the West.  Hmmmm.  The piers of the city docks 
were directly East.  Could this thing move?  It was still “tacking” back and forth as I had 
described earlier, the tiller made fast amidships.  I called to the others, “Let’s take her in!”  We 
hastily prepared.  Nahum and Lifaen tried to deploy some of the sails that were not too badly 



ripped.  Clethara ascended to the crow’s nest to keep a watch.  Logan remained ready with his 
weapons in case of trouble.  Hesia uttered a final prayer.   

I removed the lashing from the tiller and cast it to weather to head downwind.  And fall 
off she did, to port in a graceful turn, slowly, under the gentle breeze.  The ship was moving!  
The remnants of the sails caught the breeze enough to give steerageway, and I headed toward the 
North dock, that was currently free of other vessels.  As we approached, several dock workers 
ran out to handle the lines.  Soon we were fast to the pier.   

By now the harbormaster had come onto the pier.  Logan hailed him, “We claim salvage 
rights to this ship!”  That surprised him.  With the ship now moored, I came down.  We 
accompanied the harbormaster to his office.  A fee of 50 gold was required to register the salvage 
rights, and 20 gold per month was required for mooring rights, paid in advance.  Logan paid all 
these on our behalf, and as well paid our good friend Northon, the fisherman, 20 gold, with our 
thanks, to conclude our business with him. 

So, now we had a ship.  What would we do with it?  We discussed that over the next few 
days.  Obviously the ship would need considerable repairs to put into sailing trim.  I guessed 
1000 gold.  That was a lot of money.  Only Logan had that kind of cash.  The rest of us were 
paupers.  The other thing we could do was sell it.  But for how much?  It was in poor shape, and 
who would want to invest over 1000 just in repairs and maybe another few thousand for the hull 
to get what was possibly a cursed or haunted ship?   

Logan really was the key to deciding what we would do, since only he could finance 
what was necessary.  The treasure we had found, all the silverware and a couple hundred gold 
pieces, amounted to less than half of what we’d need to put the ship into commission.  Here’s 
what we finally agreed to.  We would keep the ship, re-outfit it, and own it jointly.  Logan would 
own 50% interest, as the primary owner and financier.  (20% would be voting shares, the other 
30% non-voting.)  I would own 20% as Captain.  Clethara, Nahum, and Hesia would own 10% 
each.  Lifaen, who didn’t want to be a part owner, would be paid a share value.  Logan took care 
of that. 

As to what was required, well, here’s a list of what the shipyard manager said was 
needed.  He put the price for all of this at 960 gold pieces, not far off from my guess. 

 
Repair 16 holes in the hull 
Mainsail spar replacement 
Mizenmast gone; replacement mast and spars needed 
Upper foremast gone; replacement mast and spars needed 
Replace ship’s boat 
Replace/repair doors, fittings, bulkheads, floors 
Replace braces and supports in the hull 
Replace anchor chain 
Replace sails, standing and running rigging 
 
But, here’s the issue.  The ship, as it was, wasn’t ideal for this kind of joint enterprise.  It 

had only the one captain’s cabin, and miniscule forecastle space for crewmen.  With more than 
four bunks it would be crowded.  Putting crewmen in the hold didn’t make sense; they’d have no 
convenient access to the deck.  I suppose the rope ladder had been used for that, but the hatch 
would have to be left open.  That would not work in a storm!  The ship had been carrying 30 
crewmen!  Lodged in the hold!  Furthermore, the ship had been modified by cutting out the 



entire main deck aft of the break of the aftcastle, I suppose to enlarge cargo carrying capacity, at 
the cost of weakening the hull and slowing the ship under a heavier burthen. 

Logan, the Shipwright, and I worked out a modified plan that would provide comfortable 
accommodations to a crew of eight or possibly more on a platform deck forward leaving the 
small forecastle for food storage and such.  Aft we would replace the main deck, with a 
wardroom to starboard opening to staterooms for Clethara and Hesia, and the large owner’s 
stateroom at the stern for Logan.  On the aftcastle deck, the poop deck would be extended 
forward somewhat giving space for staterooms for Nahum and the ship’s master, with the 
Captain’s cabin at the stern as before.  Cargo space would be reduced, but the entire length of the 
hold would be available now, allowing the cargo to act as ballast to improve sailing in weather.  
The cargo hatch was also re-sited to the main deck amidships, where it ought to be.  (I also had 
some emergency hatches and ladders installed in strategic places, some of them well hidden.  In 
particular, I had from the captain’s cabin a hatch up to the poop deck and another down into the 
owner’s cabin.)  Cabins that were not occupied by owners would be available for paying 
passengers. 

I also worked with the shipwright to ensure that the clean lines and presumed good 
sailing characteristics of Vigilance would be preserved.  With a bit more superstructure replacing 
cargo, under normal conditions she should be lighter.  The new spars and sails were chosen for 
effectiveness as well, especially in light to moderate winds.  However, as the shipwright 
reminded me, a clean bottom, with frequent haulings-out for scraping, would be most important. 

The repairs and alterations came to 1400 gold, which Logan paid.  The final issue: What 
would be the name?  Hesia pronounced that the ship would be the Vigilance.  And so she was.  
The repairs and alterations included restoring the ship’s name-plank with “Vigilance” proudly 
inscribed thereon.  All the repairs would take a month. 

 

 
Vigilance as Modified (one square is 4 ft) 

 



   
Vigilance Poop Deck  Forecastle Deck  Main, Cabins Deck 

 

       
Vigilance Main Deck  Crew Quarters (First Platform)   Hold 

Party: Logan, Nahum, Hezia, Clethara, Lifaen, Thumper  (experience TBD) 
Monsters: Lots of rats in the hold, about 60 or so 
Treasure: 

Captain’s cabin: Ship in bottle (Thumper), 7g, 16sp, papers, ship logs for 9 years (Vigilance, last year’s log has 
pages torn out)), chart (torn off top), chest of fine silver: 2 sets with goblet, bowl 

Crow’s nest: spyglass (broken) – part of ship’s equipment – was fixed 
Sacks in hull: 210gp 
Salvage of the ship itself (the Vigilance) 

Mission: 
Remains of former crew laid to rest in the deep with appropriate ceremony 
Removal of the ship as a hazard to navigation and peril of curse to Daila 

Treasure division: TBD (depends on value of the silver) – Lifaen should get big share. 
Expenses (borne by Logan): 

20gp for rental of fisherman’s boat and crew 
50gp for dockage (20gp / month for mooring rights) 
Immediate repair costs: 940gp + 460gp for Alterations = 1400gp 

Shares of ship Vigilance:  7 plus 3 non-voting = 10 shares total 
Thumper: 2 shares (Captain) 
Logan: 2 shares (Financing Owner), plus 3 non-voting shares 
Nahum: 1 share 
Clethara: 1 share 
Hezia: 1 share 
Lifaen: extra treasure and compensation instead of a share 



Arrangements: 
Cabins for Captain, Nahum, master under Poop Deck 
Cabins for Logan, Clethara, Hezia, after main deck, with wardroom 
Cabins for cook, crew forward 

 


